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Part I: The Evolution of IT and Its
Importance to The Business
The first 50 years of IT have been all over the
board(room). Generally speaking, the first 25
years were a mystery to many business executives.
IT was new, difficult to understand, riddled with
foreign terminology, and costly. Promises of great
value through headcount reductions and business
process improvements quickly brought IT discussions into the boardroom. IT leaders and technology providers did little to end the “mystique of IT.”
Indeed, this mystique provided IT with autonomy—
being knowledgeable about complex machines and
their operating systems and programming
languages provided job security.
IT received credit—and rightly so—for enabling great
business improvements in the early years. For
instance, accounting processes were among the
first to be automated; this reduced headcount,
while at the same time increasing data accuracy
and processing speed. As more and more
business processes were “computerized,” reliance
on IT increased and the business had to begin to
manage this mystery. As business leaders learned
more about IT, the business started to ask for
more—more automation, more benefits, and more
advantages over competitors. The IT marketplace
responded with a series of breakthroughs over the
second 25 years that kept IT discussions in the
boardroom:
• Cost Reductions – reallocating people and skill
sets from tasks that computers can manage
• Data Base Technology – improving data
management and access to information
• Personal Computers – enhancing personal
productivity and distributing processing
• Email – easing and speeding internal and
external communications
• The Internet – exponentially increasing access
to information and markets
These are just a few of the IT breakthroughs that
businesses used to add value to their operations.
These applications of technology became “must
haves” to remain competitive in the marketplace.
The demand for more advances put significant
pressure on IT to deliver better tools and solutions

to the business. The greatest breakthrough was
most likely the adoption of the Internet. Through
the Internet, even small businesses gained access
to significant marketplaces, and earned a chance
to compete against companies with considerable
resources. The frenzied business pace of the late
90’s was partially driven by IT promises of the
Internet. “Dot.com fever” was exploding, and IT
was responsible for lighting the fire beneath it all.
While all of this was happening, IT’s legacy systems
from the 70’s and 80’s created the Y2K problem
that brought fear into the boardroom in 1999.
Business executives were forced to spend millions
to prevent a pending business disaster which never
occurred. However, instead of feeling good about
their investment to avoid the potential Y2K disaster, many business executives felt tricked. As a
result, they became skeptical, and this only
increased doubt about the business value of IT. In
essence, decades of trust and confidence between
the business and IT came under great pressure.
The once solid relationship began to unravel.
With Y2K past, there was a rush to exploit the next
big thing—the Internet. NASDAQ seemed more like
a gold rush than a business scorecard. Irrational
behavior became the norm. As businesses
invested heavily to gain position over competitors,
the Internet became the focus. Once again, IT was
in the spotlight. IT jumped into the driver’s seat
and promised new markets, new customers,
competitive leverage, soaring profits, declining
costs, and all the sizzle that came with the Internet
and web technologies.
Unfortunately, IT over-promised as never before.
Investments in new technologies (and the companies that would exploit them) hit an all-time high.
Along with big investments came bigger expectations. However, in a very short time it became
abundantly clear that the “promise” would never
be fully realized, and the bubble burst.
The Internet bust combined with Y2K memories
provided a one-two punch that left IT with a lasting
black eye.
Just as IT firmly established its reputation for
over-promising and under-performing, global
events and economic uncertainty hit with a
vengeance. The subsequent decline in business
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markets forced strong spending scrutiny among all
corporate and government entities.
Ultimately, this proved to be the knockout punch
for IT.
As resistance to spend met with boardroom
skepticism about technology’s relevance to
business success, IT was relegated from the
driver’s seat to the back seat.

Corporate executives everywhere admit that IT is a
competitive differentiator in their product or
service offerings. They cannot succeed without it.
Why, then, is IT facing residual skepticism and
resistance? The answer is a lack of ALIGNMENT:
• Alignment of IT solutions with business
imperatives
• Alignment of people and relationships with
business needs

The Road to Recovery
Aligning IT Solutions
“Yesterday is not ours to recover, but tomorrow is
ours to win or lose.” ~ Lyndon Johnson
Regaining credibility begins with relationships. IT
must re-establish strong relationships with senior
executives and business customers at all levels. In
addition, IT must fulfill the critical role as a “business enabler.”
The good news is that the “mystique of IT” is all but
gone; and with it, fear and emotion are leaving the
decision-making process. IT no longer holds the
attention of the boardroom with “technology for
technology’s sake” or promises of success that are
rooted solely in technological advances.
IT still holds great promise to add significant value
to the business; it just temporarily lost its place in
the process.

Where Does IT Value Begin?
Most senior executives recognize that IT can be a
powerful business enabler. Today, IT is deeply
integrated into the core fabric of most companies
and our personal lives, as well.
How many of us choose to keep our money in
banks that provide easy access to local ATM
machines? Or choose to fill our gas tanks at
stations that provide the easiest method to pay for
products? When you decide to look for a product
or service, do you still go to the Yellow Pages or do
you search the Web? Can you imagine performing
your job today without a PC or some form of
technology (e.g., email, cell phones, personal
digital assistants (PDA), the Internet)?

Business units lead the rest of their company in
defining strategic imperatives such as enhanced
profitability, decreased time to market, competitive
advantage, quality, sustainability, etc. IT’s role is to
understand corporate strategies first, and then
offer ideas and solutions that better enable
achievement of those strategies.
Therefore, it is a very good practice to include
business-minded IT executives in the early
planning process. The key is to keep IT
recommendations aligned with components of the
business strategy.
To see a few examples of business components
and potential IT value contributions see figure 1.
Of course, figure 1 is generic, but it illustrates a
critical point. At all times, IT must be able to
demonstrate direct alignment of its activities, time,
and resources with the critical objectives of its
business counterparts.
Without adding tangible value to the business, IT
will be managed as overhead and will become a
“cost to be reduced.” The irony is that as cost
management becomes the focus, adding business
value becomes increasingly more difficult.
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Fig. 1 Business Components and Potential IT Value Contributions.

Business Component

Strategic Imperative

Potential IT Contribution

Products

Market leadership

• Business intelligence, analysis
• Collaborative product design
• Lean manufacturing
• Distribution enhancements

Customers

Grow and retain client base

• Increase access to new markets
• Gather intelligence & demographic
data and analyze
• Improve customer care

Employees

Protect and harness the power of corporate
knowledge capital

• Personal productivity
• Knowledge sharing
• Workflow enhancements
• Employee care

Managing IT’s Legacy

Advancing IT with the Business

“I like dreams of the future better than the history
of the past.” ~ Thomas Jefferson.

The road to increased credibility must include
demonstrating business value in every service
provided by IT. Therefore, IT’s portfolio performance must be measured against its business
value frequently, and the results must be communicated to stakeholders often. This is critical to
restoring trust and confidence.

Along with the responsibility to add new value to
current business initiatives (via new technologies
and strategies), IT must continue to manage
technology deployed in the past. As time passes
and the size of the IT solution portfolio increases,
so does the cost to maintain and enhance these
solutions.

Measuring Business Value

Complex IT infrastructures, including computers,
networks, web sites, and operating systems, must
be constantly reviewed to align costs with the
present business value they provide. Boardrooms
may have short memories about the value IT is
providing when they only see increasing budgets.

Measuring business value is much easier said than
done. It is a current topic of much research and
analysis. While the thought leaders and analysts
debate the most efficient, accurate and effective
means to measure business value of IT, business
continues. So, while the debate persists, it may be
helpful to keep the following in mind when identifying business metrics:

IT executives will greatly benefit from preparing the
message and articulating it often about the
business value of their solid IT infrastructures.
Recommending ways to reduce costs and retire IT
assets that fail to provide value will enhance IT’s
stature with the business. As IT portfolios grow, so
does the opportunity for architecture consolidation,
re-use of IT assets, and organizational enhancements. IT must proactively recommend these
enhancements of its portfolio.

• Keep measurements simple
• Define success in business terms; avoid
technical terms
• Involve key business managers in the process
• Include change management analysis, such as
measures of technology adoption ad receptivity,
process change status, morale, and relationship
indicators
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As a starting point, work with people from the
business community to rate the value of proposed
initiatives. Use a low/medium/high rating scale;
then ask the IT team to assign a corresponding
cost to each initiative and plot the initiative on a
graph like Figure 2. Equally important is to plot IT’s
legacy solutions against the figure 2 chart.

Fig. 2 Quadrant Chart

High

Business
Value
Low

I

II

III

IV

Low

Cost

High

Quadrant I: A good place to be: low cost, high
value. IT initiatives in this quadrant have high
business value and get priority attention. Their low
costs make decision-making easy. This one is a
“no-brainer.”

Quadrant II: This is a tough place to be: high cost,
but also high business value. Often new technologies fall into this category, and may move toward
quadrant I as the technology becomes more
mainstream and economical. Carefully evaluate
initiatives and legacy solutions in this category and
try to find ways to move them toward quadrant I.

Quadrant III: Another tough place to be: low cost,
but low value. Projects in this category should be
carefully evaluated to see if the same functionality
can be more economically and efficiently accomplished via another project or technology, especially one in quadrant I.

Quadrant IV: A bad place to be: high cost, low
business value. Projects in this quadrant make
little sense to the business and should be dropped.
Another “no-brainer.”
The objective of this exercise is not to force all
projects and initiatives into quadrant I, nor to say
that only those projects that easily fall into quadrant I have any value. The objective is to ensure
that the business and IT periodically review new
and on-going projects to understand their true
costs and value to the business, and to be able to
illustrate this value to the business.
Note, too, that once an IT investment is made
(such as networks, e-mail, intranet, and customer
service systems), it becomes an integrated part of
the organizational process and workflow. People
within and outside the organization come to
depend on that system or tool, and its removal
would cause significant business risk or increased
cost. IT managers must be sensitive to these
dependencies, and must constantly sell the need
for the business to re-invest in keeping these
processes intact. If a system is in quadrant II, seek
ways to move it to quadrant I.
In short, managing the IT portfolio to increase
business value—and increase awareness of IT’s
business value—is critical to maintaining credibility
with the business, and even with external stakeholders.
You might be thinking, “I understand the importance of illustrating IT’s business value, but how
will we get that done?” Rephrased, it may be more
appropriate to ask, “Who will get all of this done?”
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Part II: Aligning IT With The Business Via Quality People
“The task of a leader is to take people from where
they are, to where they have not been.” ~ Henry
Kissinger

Profile of an IT Professional
In the past, the prevailing profile for successful
CIO’s and their staffs revolved around technical
expertise. Much of this technical expertise was
difficult for the business to understand; therefore,
they had to trust that IT leadership was doing the
right things and hiring the right people. With the
primary emphasis placed on technical aptitude,
not much time or effort was spent developing soft
skills and business acumen.
In retrospect, it is not hard to understand why
some CEO/CIO relationships floundered or broke.
Expectations were misaligned, primarily because IT
professionals did not respond to the changing
environment around the business and the marketplace. Simply put, IT defined its roles and accountabilities too narrowly for present business needs.
Today, IT leaders and teams are faced with a
completely different set of expectations and
challenges compared to a few years ago. A
November 2004 CIO Update from Gartner
Research illustrates this well, “A changing marketplace demands that CIO’s …balance their efforts
from purely technical to business-oriented decision
making.” The study goes on to illustrate the
following:1
Nearly two thirds of CEOs and CFOs believe the
most critical skills for IT management success are:
• Strategic thinking and planning
• Understanding business operations
• Ability to articulate the value of IT as related to
business objectives

In summary, alignment.
As a result of the changing marketplace, many
companies are shifting IT hiring criteria toward soft
skills and interpersonal competencies, including:
• Business acumen
• Change management
• Emotional intelligence
• Process understanding
• Performance management
• Operational skills
• Negotiating skills
• Communications ability
As IT moves from “technology-centric” roles of the
past toward that of “business enabler,” it is
essential that IT professionals retool their skill sets.
It is not sufficient to say IT is aligned with the
business. IT professionals must change, individually and as a community, to act as catalysts for that
alignment.
As IT starts down the path of regaining credibility
with business customers, it is apparent that
business management skills are required to bridge
the gap. In many cases, companies have chosen
to move a business leader, not a technical specialist, to the top IT position, thus speeding the
transformation from technology-oriented to
business-oriented decision-making.

In a recent national poll, CIO’s ranked the following
skills as “most valuable”1:
• 43% - Industry-specific experience
• 32% - Soft skills
• 15% - Relevant technical certification
• 8% - IT-related undergraduate degree

Having both technical specialist and business
management skills is relatively easy for large
organizations, as they have the size and budget to
help their staff maintain both critical skill sets.
However, the small-to-medium sized organization
with smaller teams may have more difficulty
covering both bases. These firms are challenged
to find, produce, and nurture people who can
become proficient in both business and technical
skills. Such professionals must have a deep set of
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technical skills, as well as the ability and versatility
to apply these skills to a broad range of projects,
situations, and competencies. Business Analysts,
Project Managers, and Enterprise Architects are
good examples of positions that must develop the
versatility to cover many bases in a smaller
organization.

Establishing a Foundation
“There are risks and costs to a program of action.
But they are far less than the long-range risks and
costs of comfortable inaction.” ~ John F. Kennedy
Ideally, IT will again be viewed as essential to
achieving the strategic goals of the business.
Delivering and articulating the business-value of IT
and positioning IT professionals with the right
profile are great first steps toward regaining that
credibility.
Renewing the behavior of the IT organization is
also critical to establishing a foundation for
success. The behaviors that led to IT’s credibility
problem (such as over-promising and underdelivering or cultivating the mystique of IT to
provide job security and special privileges) are not
the behaviors that will rebuild IT’s credibility or
advance IT in the eyes of the business.
IT managers—in fact, all managers, regardless of
department—should reflect on their organizations
and consider the following:

Executive Relationships – Behavior starts at
the top. Does your organization’s CIO have a
healthy relationship with your CEO? Is there a
spirit of collaboration among executives,
including your CIO? Is there someone in a
position of authority within the business that
you would view as a “sponsor” of IT? If
relationships are strong, IT executives need to
use them to establish an agenda to regain IT
credibility and allow organizations to fully
realize the promise of IT. CEO’s and CIO’s can
also collaboratively direct their organizations
(business units and IT) to work more closely
together to plan the future, instead of focusing
on missed opportunities of the past.

Business Planning – Is IT included in the
business planning efforts of your organization?
Participation is essential in helping IT understand the business initiatives that could
benefit from IT solutions. If IT receives the
business plan without having participated in
the process, IT value and contributions are
being ignored. If IT is allowed to collaborate
with the business on producing the plan, the
opportunity for creative solutions that truly
capitalize on the business value of IT will exist.

Change Management – What role does IT play
in leading organizational and/or business
process change? Are senior IT leaders held
accountable for change management
successes or failures? Today, the power of
available technology, especially through
business applications, far outpaces most
organizations’ abilities to deploy and fully
utilize it. This inability to digest and integrate
the power of available technology leads to
sub-optimization. Business-minded IT executives working closely with operational executives can play a critical role in improving overall
business results through effective change
management.

IT Accountability – When it comes to delivering solutions, does IT only answer to IT? If so,
how does the business participate in the IT
solution delivery process? Dotted line reporting relationships to the business executives
that IT serves will ensure that both business
and IT are held mutually accountable for
success.

IT Portfolio Management – A key task for the
organization is to decide what IT projects to
perform, and in what sequence. Simply put,
project selection is a critical skill for today’s IT
professional. Prioritization must include both IT
and business executives to ensure solidlybased decisions. In addition, the project
selection process must be adaptive to changes
as they occur in the business. Annual review is
not enough in today’s business climate;
quarterly evaluation and re-prioritization is
recommended.
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Communications – Clear communication
channels within IT and within the business
help keep people informed about IT contributions and corresponding business impact. IT
employees need to know their contributions
improve the bottom-line, and that the business
units they serve appreciate their assistance.
Business units need to hear about what IT is
doing and why; this helps business and IT
leaders prioritize IT initiatives and realize what
is possible. A good general rule is to overcommunicate and under-promise.

Defining Success – How does your IT organization define and discuss success? Alignment
with business means coaching the IT organization to think, speak, and measure achievement in business terms. If the Data Center
Manager is speaking with the CFO, does he
say, “We just successfully installed a Cray
super-computer in our data center!”? Or does
he say, “As a result of our installation, the
company now has the processing power to
complete the monthly accounting close
process 3 days earlier!”?... Teach employees to
speak not in terms of actions, but in terms of
results and benefits. Such subtle behaviors
are difficult to instill, but they are powerful
strategies for demonstrating IT’s value to the
business.

Conclusion
The promise of Information Technology is real, but
recent unfortunate economic changes and technological hype have forced IT into a back seat in the
boardroom. Credibility has suffered from overpromising, Y2K, the burst of the dot.com bubble
and a weak value perception. Now is the time for
management to focus on obtaining business-value
from IT. Aligning IT solutions with business initiatives and adding business-minded IT professionals
to the mix are great ways to advance IT in the eyes
of the boardroom.
IT still has many impressive contributions to make
that will enable our businesses to exceed our
strategic goals. We must not allow past mistakes
to cloud our vision and see IT only as overhead
costs to be managed. Instead, we must see IT as a
business partner with whom to plan. We must all
work together to establish a new foundation for IT
success.
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